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CREATING A COHESIVE CLASSROOM
WITH TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATION
While most schools and teachers embrace the
use of technology in their classrooms and see
the benefits, many struggle with a seamless
integration. Technology use shouldn’t distract
and deter students from doing their work, it
should encourage them!
ScopeIT Education’s use of technology in the
classroom is fun, engaging and educational. It
also benefits teachers as they learn, while the
students learn. In this edition of Tech Talk For
Educators, we explore the findings of the State
of Technology in Education Report 2021, with
feedback from Australian educators across a
range of roles and schools.

Welcome to Term 2!

Founder and CEO,
ScopeIT Education
I hope everyone has settled into the
school year and enjoyed a nice Easter
school holiday break. As we enter Term 2,
your school should be prepared for the upcoming NAPLAN
testing period in May. If student typing skills aren’t up to
speed, you may want to consider booking your school in
for our 10 week Touch Typing course. Typing speed and
accuracy are lifelong skills and we want all students to be
prepared not only for NAPLAN, but for all future technology
use. Please reach out if we can assist in any way and we
look forward to helping you make digital technologies easy.

www.scopeITeducation.edu.au

ARE YOU CONFIDENT WITH TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM?
With the sudden move to remote learning during the 2020 pandemic,
technology’s role in supporting education has grown and cemented its purpose.
Australia’s annual State of Technology in Education Report 2021 highlights the
overall attitude to technology in the classroom which remains positive. Teachers
agree that technology is a great tool for education and that it helps them to do
their job more effectively.
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%

identified technology
as a priority within
their school’s strategy

believe that technology
is a necessary part of
everyday life, and
that this should be
reflected in lessons

90 71
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suggested that
technology helps
them to do their
job better
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Mapping
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Read more at >
prometheanworld.com/au/stateoftechined/
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%

stated that they are
constantly striving
to innovate by using
technology as a tool
for education

EDUCATORS

HAVE THEIR SAY

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES MADE EASY
ScopeIT Education is here to support educators in achieving a cohesive
classroom with technology and education. With an increasing demand from
schools to find solutions to incorporate digital technologies lessons in their
classrooms, ScopeIT Education supports educators to do it well and do it easily!
We bring your all inclusive, in-school setup to provide the entire digital
technologies solution. Courses are tightly integrated with the Australian
curriculum. Our detailed lesson plans come with outcomes in specific Key
Learning Areas (KLAs) and are integrated with mathematics, science and
creative arts and design subjects.
Photos from our training day in
Sydney, Australia.

Digital technologies course topics include robotics, 3D printing, coding,
apps, websites, electronics, digital safety and more!

To create a cohesive classroom with technology and education, book us in for a
30 minute demonstration of a digital technologies lessons for your educators to experience.

www.scopeITeducation.edu.au

